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SOME PROPERTIES of Cp(X) 
V«sko VALOV r 
Abstract: There is found out a necessary and sufficient con-
dition on a space X for C (X) to have the following property (•f): 
any family of G_, -subsets of C_(X) contains a dense subfamily of 
^ p % 
cardinality * t 
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Introduction. B. Efimov C53 proved that every dyadic space 
X has the following property (referred below as "the property 
(tO"): any family $ of G^ -subsets of X contains a subfamily % 
of cardinality |JC |-£ if such that the set U £ F : F € 3 f $ is dense 
in U-tF.-F & $} (such a subfamily will be called a .sense sutrfamr-
ly). Here t is an infinite cardinal .This result was generalized 
by E. SCepin [83 to the class of all continuous images of k-met-
rizable compacta. In £ 103 we consider an extension of the class 
of all k-metrizable compact spaces, namely the class of all com-
pletely regular spaces with lattices of d-open 193 mappings. Eve-
ry element X of the latter class has the following property: any 
family # of subsets of X with ^(F,X) ̂  t for every F €. % con-
tains a dense subfamily 3C of cardinality \3C\ <£ t . The follow-
ing question arises in connection with the last fact: Does every 
space with a lattice of d-open mappings have the property (t ) ? 
In the present paper we answer this question in negative by 
finding a necessary and sufficient condition on a space X for 
C (X) to have the property (of) (let us note that C (X) always 
has a lattice of d-open mappings 111]). We also give a negative 
answer to the following problem of A. Arhangel'skii (ll3,problem 
7.26): Is it true that there exists a continuous injection from 
X into an Eberlein compactum provided C (X) contains a dense 
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^-compact space? 
Notations. We shall consider only completely regular spaces 
and continuous mappings. 
Given spaces X and Y we denote by C (X.Y) the set of all map-
pings from X to Y, endowed with the topology of pointwise conver-
gence. If Ac X then p. will denote thd mapping from C_(X,Y) to 
Cn(A,Y) defined by pA(f)=f|A for every feC n(X,Y). C(X) stands 
P A p P 
for CD(X,R), where R is the real line with the usual topology. 
Let f be a mapping from X to Z. By f* is denoted the dual mapp-
ing from C (Z,Y) to C (X,Y). 
A space. X is said to be ^-Lindeldf if every open covering 
of X contains a subcovering of cardinality .£ x . We write hl(X)^ 
t£ X if X is hereditarily t-Lindelbf. By d(X) is denoted the 
density of X and by hd(X) the hereditary density of X. 
If f is a family of subsets of X then U& denotes the set 
UiF:F € $*}• 
The property (tf) and related properties of C (X). We need 
the following result which is proved by P. Zenor C13.1. 
Lemma 1. For a space X and an infinite cardinal x the fol-
lowing are equivalent: 
(i) hKX**5) £ x (hd(X*S .6 x , respectively); 
(ii) hd(Cp(X,Y) * X (hl(C (X,Y) -£ V , respectively) for 
every space Y with w(Y) & x • 
Remark 1. Let a set M c C (X) separate the points from the 
closed subsets of X i.e. for every closed P in X and every xeP 
there exists fs M with f(x)=0 and f(P)=l. Suppose hd(M) £ x . 
Using the VeliSko arguments (1123, the proof of Theorem 1) one 
can show that hl(Xn) .£ X for each neN. 
Lemma 2. Let 3C » U-£3Cn:n€Nl, where 3Cn are families of 
subsets of C D(X,R'
C). Suppose <A(n):n € N^ is an increasing sequene 
of closed, subsets of X such that PA(n+i)^
DA(n+l)(F^=F for every 
Ffc1Cn and every n*N. Then f 6 U3C provided p^(n)(f)6 PA(n)^#n 
for each n §N. 
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Proof. Put A* U{A(n):ncN}. Let U M f €C (X,Rr) :f (x^ € Vit 
i=-l,...tk} be a neighbourhood of f in C (XjR*). We can suppose 
that A meets 4xi:i = l,...tk}. Then U-^r. U2, where U ^ { f e C (X,R?h 
:f(xi)eVi for each xi€ A} and U2= 4 f € C (XfR*):f (xjOc Vj for 
each x.I A}. Choose m such that AflCx. :i = lt .. . tk}c A(m). Since 
pA(m) ( U ) i s o p e n i n pA(m) ( Cp ( X* R t ) ) w e h a v e p A ( m ) ( U ) n 
A pA(m) ( U^m ) 3* s 0' H e n c e pA(m) ( Fo ) n pA(m) ( U ) 4 : 0 f o r s o m e F o 6 Xm* 
Then U,nF 4 0 . Let g«e U-,n F . There exists g 2eU 2 such that 
g2|A(m+l)=g1|A(m+l). Thus, g2feFonU. Therefore f e UX • 
Let t be an infinite cardinal. A space X has the property 
(if)* if hi CAn) «£ x for every closed A in X with d(A) £ x and 
every n € N. 
Theorem 1. For a space X and an infinite cardinal x the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) X has the property (x ) * ; 
(ii) C (X,RA) has the property (x) for every A < t ; 
(iii) C (X,R) has the property (tr). 
Proof, (i)—3»-(ii). Let ^ be a family of 6^ -subsets of 
C (X,R*)t where A £ x .We can suppose that for every F c W 
there exists a set A(F)cX of cardinality &x with 
pA(F)(PA(f)(F))=F-
For every n 6 N we construct a set B"(n)cX and a subfamily 
*Xnc & such that: 
1) B(n)cB(n+l), | B ( n ) | * * irid 13Chl 4, X ; 
2 ) pA(n+l)(pA(n+l)(F))sF f o r e v e r y F € ^n' w h e r e A^k)aBCk) 
for ke N; 
3) PA(n)(UJCn) is dense in P A ( n ) v ^ ^ ) -
Assume we have already defined B(n) and 3fn satisfying 1) -
- 3). Put B(n+l)=B(n)u(U-( A(F):Fc1Cn}). Obviously |B(n+l)|.6t 
< n •* 
and FsPA(n+l)
(pA(n+l)(F^ f o r e v e rV F € ^n* B y L e m m a l w e n a v e 
hd(C (A(n+1),R*)) A x . So, there exists a subfamily 3C n + 1 of & 
such that IdC^-jA* and P/Up+nCUSCn-fl) is dense in 
p A ( n + l ) ( U ^ ) # Denote # « U^3C n:neNj, B= U{ B(n) :ne N^ and 
A= U4A(n):neN|. Let f * p* 1(p A(U7 » . Since 
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PA(n)(f) ep A( n^(U^)=p A( h^(U3C n), it follows from Lemma 2 that 
f c U% ,- i.e. p^ X(p A(U# ))= Uff = U ? . The implication is pro-
ved. Let us. note that pZ (Uf)) = U ? because B is dense in A; 
hence U ? is a union of G<* -subsets of C (X,R^). 
(ii)—> (iii). This implication is obvious. 
(iii)—>(X) . Suppose A is a closed subset of X with d(A)^T. 
Then there is an injection from PA(C (X)) into a space of weight 
-6 X # so that every point of PA(C (X)) is a Ĝ , -set in PA(C (X)). 
Hence hd(pA(C (X)) -4 x . It follows from Remark 1 that hl(An) -£. x 
for each n£N. 
Corollary 1. Let X be a monolithic space in the sense of^ 
Arhangel'skii £23. Then C (X) has the property (T) for every in-
finite cardinal t 
Corollary 2. For a space X and an infinite cardinal or the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) C (X) has the property (x); 
(ii) C (X*) has the property ( t ) for every A -£ * . 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1 it is enough to prove that X 
has the property (x ) provided X does. Let A be a closed subset 
of X* with d(A)-* * . Put B= U-tq (A)*:s < A 1 , where qs:X*—*-X 
is the projection onto the s-th factor. Obviously, d(B) -* x , so 
hl(Bn) .4 x for every neN. Hence, hl(B^) A r (see £133, Theorem 
3). Since A c B ^ we have hl(An) -£ tr for each neN. 
Lemma 3. Suppose X= T1 *Xg:s €.S{, where |S| & X . Then X 
has the property (x) provided TliX .-scB} does for every fini-
te set Be S. 
The proof of Lemma 3 is similar to the proof of Theorem 3s* 
from £133. 
Theorem 2. Let Xn have the property (x ) for every n€.N. 
Then C (X,Z) has the property (<t)* for every space Z with 
w(Z) ± X . 
Proof. Suppose A is closed in C (X,Z) and d(A) *£ x . Put 
p« A { f :f c A} and Y=p(X). Since d(A) ̂  x , there exists an in-
jection from Y to a space of weight not| greater than X .So, 
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<*> CO ecu 
every point of Y ° is a G^ -set in Y °. By Lemma 3, X has the 
CJL. ' 6JU 
property (X ) . Thus, hd(Y °) .& X because Y is a continuous 
6> n <*>n 
image of X . It follows from Lemma 1 that hl(C (X,Z °) -* X . 
Next, for every f e A there exists h f € C (Y,Z) such that f=h f»p. 
c*)n . 
Denote B=-th f:fc A l Clearly, B can be considered as a subspace 
of C (Y,Z ° ) ; hence hl(B °) * X . But p*(B) = A, so hl(A °) * X . 
Corollary 3. A space X has the property ( x ) * if and only 
if C (C (X)) has the property ( T )*. 
Proof. Since C (C (X)) contains X, all we have to prove is 
the "only if" part. Suppose X has the property ( t ) * . By Theorem 
1, C (X,R ) has the property (X ) , so the space C (X) does, too. 
The Theorem 2 completes the proof. 
Combining Corollary 3 and Theorem 1 we get: C (X) has the 
property (x) if and only if C (C (X)) has the property it)* . 
Therefore, Theorem 2 is inversable in the case X=C (Y) for some 
Y. The following example shows that this is not the case in gene-
ral . 
Example 1. Let X be a nonmetrizable Eberlein compactum. 
Then C (X) has the property ( a) ) * being a monolithic space (see 
ll3). Suppose X has the property ( o>). Then X is separable, be-
cause X contains a dense metrizable space.(ss t63). But every se-
parable Eberlein compactum is metrizable t33 - a contradiction. 
Let t be an infinite cardinal. A space X*is said to have 
the property tx3 if for every family 3T of G^ -subsets of X 
and every x 6 U # there is a subfamily % of W such that x e I J J C 
and |5C| «£ X . X has the property 1.x]* if l(A n) -£ X for every 
n £ N , where A is a closed subset of X with d(A) -** X . 
Theorem 3. For a space X and an infinite cardinal <t the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
* (i) X has the property 1x1* ; 
(ii) C (X,R*) has the property t?l for every % £. X. ; 
(iii) C (X) has the property txl . 
Proof, (i)—*-(ii). Let f be a family of G^ -subsets of 
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C (X,R^) and f € 'U f . Using the same notations as in the proof 
of Theorem 1, for every ne N jwe construct a set B(n)c X and a fa-
mily 3 f n c r such that: -
1) | B ( n ) U r , | X n U t and B(n+l) = B(n)u(UiA(F):F
V^ ̂ n j ) ; 
2> PA(n+l)PA(n+l)(F))=F for e v e rV F * * n » 
3) PA(n)«>«PA(n)< U*n>-
The following result (actually established by Arhangel'skii 
t23) will be used below: If 1(X n) £ X for every n eN, then 
t(C (X,R*))*T where A « X . 
Suppose we have defined B(n) and 3Cn. Put B(n+l)=B(n) u 
u(U<A(F):F *^Cnj) and A(n+l) = Bln+T). Then l(A(n+l)
k-* * for 
every keN because d(A(n+l)) ̂  r . By the result mentioned above 
(Arhangel'skii £23), t(C (A(n+1),R*)) « x . Since PA(n+i)(f> G 
€ PA( n+l)
( U 9 r )j t h ^ e e x i s t s a subfamily # p + 1 of ? such that 
PA(n+l)(f)£PA(n+l)(U:?Cn+l) and l^n+l' * * • Thus; B ( n ) a ° d *n 
are constructed for every n€N. Let % = Ui C#n:n 6 Nf. Obviously 
\X\ & * . It follows from Lemma 2 that f e O 3i . 
(ii)—*-(iii). This implication is obvious. 
(iii)—*(i). Suppose A is closed in X with d(A) £ x . Sin-
ce every point of pft(C (X)s) is a G^-set in pA(Cp(X)) and the 
mapping pA is open (see C13), we have t(p^(C (X)5 ̂  f « Observe 
that p.(CD(X)) separates the points from the closed sets in A. 
Now, the following result (actually established by E. Pytkeev 173) 
completes the proof: Let t(M)-&r and M separate the points from 
the closed subsets 4n Y, where M c C (Y). Then l(Yn) & X for every 
nc N. 
. Corollary 4. For a space X and an infinite cardinal x the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) C 0 0 has the property Itl ; 
(ii) C (X.n) has the property txl for every nsN. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3, it suffices to show that Xn 
has the property 1%]* for every nsN provided X does. The last 
proposition can be proved by the same arguments as Corollary 2 was. 
Theorem 4. Let *tr be an infinite cardinal and C (C (X)) ha-
ve the property S f3 w. Then Crt(X) has the property ItfW . 
P 
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Proof. Let f 6 U& , where 3f is a family of G^-subsets 
of C (X). tlsing the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
we define sets B(n)cX and subfamilies 9Cn of $ with the follow-
ing properties: 
1) B(n)cB(n+l), |B(n)|^r a n d l X J - s * ; 
2 ) DA(n+D(pA(n+l)(F))=F f o r e v e r* F « *n* 
3) P A(n)
( f )^A(n) ( U : Kn )-
Suppose we have already constructed B(i) and X for i-£.n. 
Put B(n+l)=B(n)u(U^A(F):F 6 ̂ Cn{) and A(n+l) = B(n+l) . Since 
d(A(n+l))^ x ', there exists a one-to-one mapping from P(n+1) = 
=DA(n+l)(Cp(X)) o n t o a sP a c e o f weight -£ x , so d(C (P(n+1)))-^ r . 
Hence, ,1(C (P(n+1))) & x because C (P(n+1)^ is closed in 
C (C (X)). &y a result of Asanov [43, we have t(P(n+l)) -6 X . The-
refore, there is a subfamily 3Cn+1 of .?* such that p./ , \(f) € 
<s P A ( n + 1 ) ( U & n + 1 ) and | J C n + 1 M t . Hence B(n) and 3Cn are defi-
ned for every neN. Denote 3C = U-{ 3t :n 
It follows from Lemma 2 that f «* UiC . 
K -$ i p: e N . Obviously |K| -£ r 
Corollary 5. A space X has the property Lr3 provided 
C (C (X)) does. 
Example 2. There exists a space X with the property Ceo 1 
but C (X) does not have the property C6>0-.* • 
Let X be a discrete space of cardinality c. Then C (X)=RC. 
The space Rc does not have the property t o> 1* because it is se*u 
parable and non-normal. 
Finally, we give a negative answer to the question of Ar-
hangel'skii (C13, problem 7.26), mentioned above. Let X be a non-
metrizable Eberlein compactum. Using the arguments of Arhangel'-
skii (£11, the proof of Proposition 6.9) one can show that 
C (C (X)) contains a 6-compact subspace (this follows also from 
a more general result of V. Tkaduk). Suppose that there exists 
an injection j from C (X) into, an Eberlein compactum Y. Then ibe -
closure of j(C (X)) in Y is also an Eberlein compactum satisfy-
ing the countable ch'ain condition. Henoe w(j(C (X))) ̂  «> (see 
£33). Next, it is well known that Cfl(X) contains a €-compact 
dense subset M. Therefore d(M) & c.> because M is a countable 
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"nion of compact metrizable spaces. Consequently X is metrizable 
- a contradiction. 
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